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MEMORANDUM FOR: Thomas M. Novak, Director 
Division of Safety Programs 
Office for Analysis and Evaluation 
of Operational Data 

FROM: Jack E. Rosenthal, Chief 
Division of Safety Programs 
Office for Analysis and Evaluation 
of Operational Data 

SUBJECT: HUMAN FACTORS STUDY REPORT - OCONEE 3 (3/8/91) 

On March 8, 1991, at approximately 9:00 AM, Oconee Unit 3 lost decay heat removal 
(DHR) capability for about 18 minutes during refueling outage. Several hours prior to the 
event, I&E technicians had requested authorization to perform testing on valve 3LP-19 Train 
A emergency sump suction valve. When the valve was opened by technicians, a gravity drain 
path was created from the hot leg. A blank flange, which was supposed to be installed 
between the valve and the sump, had been installed on the B Train line. The water level in 
the Reactor Vessel fell to the bottom of the hot leg causing a loss of shutdown cooling until 
the valve could be reclosed and water level restored.  

On March 11, 1991, Region II formed an Augmented Inspection Team (AIT) to perform an 
onsite special review of this event. The AIT team leader was Mr. G. Belisle, Region II.  
Other Team members included C. Goodman, NRR, B. Kaufer, AEOD, G. Lanik, AEOD, L.  
Mellon, Region II, and F. Wright, Region II. Mr. 0. Meyer and D. Gertman, Idaho 
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) provided additional assistance as part of an AEOD 
program to study the human factors aspects of events. The team was on site March 12 to 
March 15, 1991, and gathered data from discussions, plant logs, strip chart recordings and 
interviews with plant operators and technicians.  

Enclosed is the report prepared by INEL of the results of the human factor study. Specific 
human performance aspects of this event are addressed in this memorandum.  

Procedures 

The procedures used for installation of the flange and the subsequent leakage testing did not 
provide sufficient information for identifying the line. Labels identifying the correct 
penetration number for each line were available at the sump location, but are not given in the 
procedures for guidance.  

Operator response to the event was based on knowledge and training, using the procedures as 
a check after initial action was taken. Operators performed the necessary actions in order to 
recover from the event in a timely manner.  
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Independent Verification 

During the installation sequence, maintenance personnel acted in parallel rather than 
independently, when verifying the flange location. Verification for pressure testing was 
accomplished by first, verbal communication and secondly, by visual acceptance of the initial 
installation location without the use of any documentation (ie; drawings, penetration label, 
etc.).  

Communications 

The misunderstanding between the control room supervisor and the maintenance technician, 
led to the opening the valve without properly notifying the control room personnel. Better 
communication would not have prevented this event, but may well have facilitated a quicker 
termination of the loss of inventory.  

Instrumentation 

Operator actions were aided by the availability of diverse reactor level instrumentation during 
shutdown. Operators initially doubted the level drop on the wide range instrument.  
However, when the ultrasource level instrument alarm was received, the crew took action to 
recover. Also, since reactor coolant temperature is not measured directly, but at the RHR 
pump discharge, the operators were not aware of the extent of the temperature increase in the 
vessel.  

Other Concerns 

Although the consequences of this particular event were minor, the potential existed for the 
occurrence of more serious events. These include: 1) exposure of irradiated fuel if rapid 
draindown occurs while fuel is being moved, 2) more extensive flooding of the reactor 
building if the BWST water source is not isolated, and 3) boiling in the core within a 
relatively short time if reactor vessel inventory is not restored and decay heat removal is not 
returned to service.  

Other concerns raised by this event include the possibility that previous performances of the 
surveillance tests on the 3LP-19 and 3LP-20 valves were performed with the flange on the 
wrong pipe. The consequences of this include 1) the containment leak test of the valves 
would not be valid and 2) the question of why the expected flow of water to the emergency 
sump was not noticed during previous surveillances of the valve stroke test.  

Orginal signed by 
Jack E. Rosenthal, Chief 
Division of Safety Programs 
Office for Analysis and Evaluation 
of Operational Data 

Enclosure: As stated 
cc w/enclosure: See attached 
Distribution: See attached 
*See previous concurrence: 
ROAB:DSP:AEOD ROAB:DSP:AEOD 0:ROAB:DSP:AEOD 
BKaufer:rgz GLanik JRosenthal 
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cc w/enclosure: 

Duke Power Company 
ATTN: Mr. M. S. Tuckman, Vice President 
Nuclear Operations 
P. 0 . Box 1007 
Charlotte, NC 28201-1007 

Oconee Nuclear Power Plant 
ATTN: Mr. H. B. Barron, Station Manager 
P. 0. Box 1439 
Seneca, SC 29679
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Distribution: 
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KRaglin, TTC 
AChaffee, NRR 
LWiens, NRR 
DMatthews, NRR/PDII-3 
LReyes, RII 
AHerdt, RII 
GBelisle, RII 
RI, Oconee 
FCoffman, RES 
JWermiel, NRR 
PLewis, INPO 
DQueener, NOAC 
VChexal, EPRI
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